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Eyes on a Promotion:
How to Position Yourself
during a Downturn
~Permission to reprint granted by the author

By Valerie Jones
Rigzone.com

August 22, 2016

Career advancement can seem implausible in the current industry
climate – oil and gas job openings are scarce and workers are
simply grateful to still have their jobs after hundreds of
thousands have lost theirs.
While the likeliness of landing a promotion during the downturn
may not be high, it’s not impossible and, in fact, workers can
exhibit behaviors to better position themselves for a promotion or
advancement once the market fully recovers.

Difficulty after a Downturn
Workers who are still employed at energy companies that have
already undergone numerous cuts in staff are considered to be
valuable to their employers, which is a good thing. One retention
method many service companies have implemented during the
downturn is shifting their senior and
more experienced employees to lower
ranking positions rather than laying
them off.
“These employees have just as good a
chance of getting promoted as anyone
else in the organization, even though
they may now hold a salary and title that
is lower than it was two or three years
ago,” Dave Weir, career coach and CEO
of Leadership Optimized, told Rigzone.
“But the other side of that coin is
because the company went through
downsizing, there are less positions
open for advancement.”
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Certified career coach Lisa Quast shared a similar sentiment.
She noted that companies often tend to downsize their middle
management layers during a downturn, creating less opportunities
for management positions. And when higher level positions open
back up, employees may be competing with candidates both
internally and externally for positions.
“If you want to move back into a role you previously had and
you’re now at a lower level, you can’t assume the employer is
going to automatically give you that role just because you had it
previously,” Quast told Rigzone. “This means every single day
you have to get up, go to work and do an excellent job with every
task. You have to prove that you’re ready to step back into that
role.”
Quast said employees will be evaluated on their productivity level,
quality of work and attitude.
“You have to really compete for that position even though you’ve
held it before,” she said.
Weir added it’s not as difficult to get promoted after a downturn if
those who have the power and influence to promote know the
employee.
“If they don’t know about you or have experience with your
background or work you’ve done, they can’t promote you or offer
input when other people ask about you,” Weir said. “Take a
proactive view of marketing yourself and getting known within
your organization.”
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Eyes on a Promotion
(cont.)
Take Charge of Your Future
The first steps for workers who want to be promoted involve a lot
of self-assessment.
“Get organized with a game plan. Start thinking ahead and
consider what the job is you want to go for,” said Quast. “Look at
the job requirements for that position and then do a gap analysis.
Look at where you are with your skills, knowledge, experience,
education and certifications and figure out where the gaps are.”
Then employees can formulate a plan to gain the experience or
requirements necessary to be in a better position for the role.
Drawing from her experience as a hiring manager and her 20
years of career coaching, Quast said if a worker is looking to get
promoted, then they have to look hard at their performance – just
doing average work is not going to get you promoted.
“You have to do really outstanding work that gets you noticed by
management and then try to understand what your manager’s
goals are – what keeps them up at night and what are they trying
to achieve with the area of the organization that you’re in,” she
said. “You can then figure out ways to help your boss achieve
these goals. That’s going to make you stand out as well.”
Quast suggests employees actually talk with their managers
about their career goals.
“A lot of times, workers will wrongly assume their manager should
automatically know when they’re interested in different jobs or a
promotion, but managers aren’t psychic,” she said. “Having that
conversation helps. Workers can also talk to people in the jobs
they’re interested in … it will give them a great leg-up on what to
expect in that role.”
And of course, a person should know why they want the job – and
be able to articulate that to their manager. Quast refers to it as the
employee’s elevator pitch.
“If someone asked you ‘why should I pick you out of all the other
people I could choose for this position?’ how would you respond?”
she said. “You need to have a succinct reason that will help you
stand out from everybody else.”
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Show and Prove
Weir said there’s essentially a “price of admission” to be
considered for promotion or advancement – and it’s resultsdriven.
“At the end of the day, you’ve got to achieve whatever goals,
quotas or financial objectives for the fiscal year. Ideally, you’ll
exceed them,” he said. “You have to become known as a person
who consistently meets or exceeds those goals – a solid track
record in which people can say you get the job done.”
Aside from doing stellar work, a positive attitude is also necessary
– as is being likeable, Weir said.
“One thing that’s going to be pretty consistent as companies try to
recover from the downturn is change,” he said. “You’re going to
see a change in the next couple of years in how things are
organized and in what people ask you to do, so embrace it with a
positive attitude and be the one to raise your hand and volunteer
for projects.”
And in volunteering for things, Weir advises not to over-commit.
“Prioritize everything on your to-do list in terms of its effect on
improving revenue and profit. That way, you’re not wasting your
time on low-value activities,” he said. “Under commit and over
deliver. Never miss deadlines.”
If an employer presents a project, Weir said employees should
understand the requirements clearly and negotiate a different
timeframe if the one proposed isn’t feasible.
“Don’t make a commitment unless you’re going to live up to it.
When they’re looking for people to advance, they’re looking for
people who delivered on budget all of the time,” he said.
There are always opportunities to shine, even in the most
seemingly mundane environments, such as company meetings.
“Don’t just attend meetings. Participate,” said Weir.
He said employees should bring three things to every meeting:
their brain, their view of the company’s strategy and their voice.
“Ask insightful questions. Offer innovative input,” he said. “You’ll
become a recognized thought leader in the room and over time, a
recognized leader in the organization as a whole. Then when
employers begin to look for people to fill higher level positions that
open up, you’re going to be the logical choice for the next
promotion.”

Valerie is an experienced writer and editor dedicated to providing useful and relevant career news about the oil and gas
industry. Email Valerie at valerie.jones@rigzone.com
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Calling all Scrapbook /
Photography
Chairpersons
Remember to send your club
meetings, Region Meetings and
Convention photos that can be
included in the scrapbook for our
President, Connie Harrison, to
commemorate her year as our ADDC
President! Make sure to send details!
S e n d t h em t o :
Susan Wrobbel
2016 Scrapbook Chairman
Royalty Relations
EXCO Resources, Inc.
12377 Merit Drive
Dallas, Texas 75251
888-788-9449
swrobbel@excoresources.com
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Viewpoint
Colorado Supreme Court embraces the rule of law,
not the fear mongering of the anti-fossil-fuel
movement
~Permission to reprint granted by Marita Noon, Citizens’ Alliance for
Responsible Energy (CARE)

If a country's goal is to decrease
carbon emissions by increasing
reliance on renewable energy, it
only makes sense to install the new equipment in the location with
the best potential-both in geography and government.
For Australia, which has a national Renewable Energy Target
(RET) of 33,000 gigawatt hours of electricity generated by defined
renewable sources by 2020, South Australia (SA) is that
place. According to SA Treasurer Tom Koutsantonis, who is also
the Energy Minister, the federal government had determined that
SA is where "the best conditions for wind farms" could be found.
The state government was amenable, with SA Premier Jay
Wetherill promising to make Adelaide, its capitol city, "the first
'carbon neutral' city by 2050." The state's RET is for 50 percent
renewable energy by 2025. Wetherall, in 2014, claimed: "This new
target of half of the state's power to be generated by renewable
sources will create jobs and drive capital investment and
advanced manufacturing industries."
In reality, SA has now found that talk is cheap, but renewable
energy isn't.
The decision to set a 50 percent renewable target is now
being called "foolish," by Tony Wood, an analyst at think-tank
Grattan Institute, and "complete naivety and
foolishness" according to Lindsay Partridge, chief executive at
Brickworks, one of the nation's leading providers of building
products.
Now the largest producer of wind power, SA has enough installed
capacity that, under ideal conditions, it could meet 100 percent of
the current electricity demand. "However, wind generation tends
to be lower at times of maximum demand," according to the
Australian Energy Regulator. "In South Australia, wind typically
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contributes 10 percent of its registered capacity during peaks in
summer demand." In fact, on some days, Jo Nova explains, they
actually "suck electricity instead of generating it."
Last month, SA experienced an energy crisis that The Australian,
the country's largest newspaper, blamed on "an over-reliance of
untrustworthy and expensive wind and solar." The paper warned
that the federal RET "will force other states down the path taken
by South Australia, which has the highest and most variable
energy prices in the national electricity grid." Nova adds: "South
Australia has more 'renewable' wind power than anywhere else in
Australia. They also have the highest electricity bills, the highest
unemployment, the largest number of 'failures to pay' and
disconnections. Coincidence?"
In July, the confluence of several factors resulted in a huge spike
in electricity prices-as much as 100 times the norm.
In May, pushed out of the market by subsidized wind, SA's last
coal-fueled power plant was closed. Even before then, The
Australian reported electricity prices were "at least 50 percent
higher than in any other state." According to the Australian Energy
Market Operator, the average daily spot price in SA was $46.82
per megawatt hour. After the power plant was turned off: $80.47.
In June: $123.10-more than double the previous year. In July:
$262.97.
Fred Moore, CEO of SA components manufacturer Alfon
Engineering, addressing the electricity price hikes that are
smashing small and medium business, says his latest electricity
contract had increased by almost 50 percent. Until the end of
May, his businesses electricity bill was about $3,000 a month and
is now about $4,500 a month. He says: "I don't know how long the
company is going to be able to afford it."
As a result of the loss of coal, when there's no wind or sun, SA is
now reliant on natural gas generation and from coal-fueled
electricity being imported through a single connector from
neighboring Victoria.
In part, due to a calm, cold winter (weather that is not favorable to
wind farms), natural gas demand is high and so are prices.
Additionally, the Heywood interconnector was in the midst of
being upgraded-which lowered capacity for the coal-fueled
electricity on which SA relies. Because of SA's abandoning coalfueled electricity generation and its increased reliance on
wind, The Australian reports: "The national energy market
regulator has warned that South Australia is likely to face
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Viewpoint (cont.)

increasingly uncompetitive and so the RET has indirectly
contributed to the meeting of the emissions reduction target-but
not in a good way."

Colorado Supreme Court embraces the rule of law

The SA energy crisis serves as a wake-up call and a warning to
the other states, as the problem is, according to Koutsantonis,
"coming to New South Wales and Victoria very soon." But it
should also, as the Financial Times reports: "provide lessons to
nations rapidly increasing investment in renewables."

continued price volatility and 'significantly lower' electricity
availability."
Then came the brutal cold snap, which caused more folks to turn
on their electric heaters-thus driving up demand. The left-leaning,
Labour state officials were prompted to plead for more reliable
fossil-fuel-generated power. With the connector constrained, the
only option was to turn on a mothballed gas-fueled power stationa very expensive exercise. The gas plant had been shut down
because of what amounts to dispatch priority policies-meaning if
renewable energy is available, it must get used, pushing natural
gas into a back-up power source. This, combined with
the subsidized wind power, made the plant unprofitable.
The Australian Financial Review (AFR) explains: "Energy experts
say South Australia's heavy reliance on wind energy is
compounding its problems in two ways, first by forcing the
remaining baseload generators to earn more revenue in shorter
periods of time when the wind isn't blowing, and secondly by
forcing baseload coal and gas generators out of the market
altogether."
Big industrial users, who are the most affected by the power
crisis, are "furious about the spike in higher power prices."
According to AFR, Adelaide Brighton Cement, one of the few
energy-intensive manufacturing industries still operating in South
Australia, said the fluctuating price was hurting business. "As a
competitor in a global market, it is essential for us to have access
to the availability of uninterrupted economically competitive
power." In The Australian, Jacqui McGill, BHP's Olympic Dam
asset manager, agrees: "We operate in a global market...to be
competitive globally, we need globally competitive pricing for
inputs, of which energy is one." The report adds that some major
businesses in SA warn of possible shutdowns due to higher
power prices--the result of a rushed transition to increased
renewable energy. The Adelaide Advertiser reported: "some of the
state's biggest employers were close to temporarily closing due to
surging SA electricity prices making business too expensive." Not
the job creation promised by Wetherall.
"Of course, if you were some sort of contrarian eccentric," writes
Judith Sloan, Contributing Economics Editor for The Australian,
"you could argue that escalating electricity prices, at both the
wholesale and retail level, have made manufacturing in Australia

Malcolm Roberts, CEO at the Australian Petroleum Production
and Exploration Association, called the situation in SA a "test
case" for integrating large scale renewable energy generation into
the electricity grid. According to Keith Orchison, former managing
director of the Electricity Supply Association of Australia (from
1991 to 2003), now retired and working as a consultant and as the
publisher of Coolibah Commentary newsletter and "This is Power"
blog, current policy is driven by "ideology, politicking and
populism."
Roberts added: "No technology is perfect. Coal is great for baseload power, but it's not so great for peak demand but gas is well
suited for meeting peak demand. You need gas as an insurance
policy for more renewables." Even the Clean Energy Council's
chief executive, Kane Thornton, in the AFR, "conceded
conventional power generation such as gas would most likely be
needed as a back-up."
Perhaps the best explanation for SA's energy crisis came from the
Australian Energy Council, formerly the Electricity Supply
Association of Australia, which called it an: "accidental experiment
in how far you can push technologies such as wind and solar
power in to an electricity grid before something breaks." According
to Orchison: "The council says that intermittent renewables at
scale reduces carbon emissions but ultimately increases end-user
prices and system reliability risks."
On August 13, The Economist, in an article titled It's not easy
being green, addressed the three goals of Germany's energy
transformation: "to keep energy supply reliable; to make it
affordable; and to clean it up to save the environment, with a
target of cutting emissions by 95% between 1990 and 2050." All
three of which, Clemens Fuest, of the Munich-based Ifo Institute
think tank, says, "will be missed." He calls Germany "an
international example for bad energy policy." Now we can add
South Australia, and, perhaps, most of Australia, as another.
This is the result, Orchison says, of "pursuing a purist view at the
political expense of power reliability."
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Viewpoint (cont.)
Colorado Supreme Court embraces the rule of law
The question remains: will America learn from these bad
examples, or will we continue down the path President Obama
has pushed us onto--spending billions, achieving little
environmental benefit, and raising rates on households and
industry? The result of November's election will provide the
answer.
If a country's goal is to decrease carbon emissions by increasing
reliance on renewable energy, it only makes sense to install the
new equipment in the location with the best potential-both in
geography and government.
For Australia, which has a national Renewable Energy Target
(RET) of 33,000 gigawatt hours of electricity generated by defined
renewable sources by 2020, South Australia (SA) is that
place. According to SA Treasurer Tom Koutsantonis, who is also
the Energy Minister, the federal government had determined that
SA is where "the best conditions for wind farms" could be found.
The state government was amenable, with SA Premier Jay
Wetherill promising to make Adelaide, its capitol city, "the first
'carbon neutral' city by 2050." The state's RET is for 50 percent
renewable energy by 2025. Wetherall, in 2014, claimed: "This new
target of half of the state's power to be generated by renewable
sources will create jobs and drive capital investment and
advanced manufacturing industries."
In reality, SA has now found that talk is cheap, but renewable
energy isn't.
The decision to set a 50 percent renewable target is now
being called "foolish," by Tony Wood, an analyst at think-tank
Grattan Institute, and "complete naivety and
foolishness" according to Lindsay Partridge, chief executive at
Brickworks, one of the nation's leading providers of building
products.
Now the largest producer of wind power, SA has enough installed
capacity that, under ideal conditions, it could meet 100 percent of
the current electricity demand. "However, wind generation tends
to be lower at times of maximum demand," according to the
Australian Energy Regulator. "In South Australia, wind typically
contributes 10 percent of its registered capacity during peaks in
summer demand." In fact, on some days, Jo Nova explains, they
actually "suck electricity instead of generating it."
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Last month, SA experienced an energy crisis that The Australian,
the country's largest newspaper, blamed on "an over-reliance of
untrustworthy and expensive wind and solar." The paper warned
that the federal RET "will force other states down the path taken
by South Australia, which has the highest and most variable
energy prices in the national electricity grid." Nova adds: "South
Australia has more 'renewable' wind power than anywhere else in
Australia. They also have the highest electricity bills, the highest
unemployment, the largest number of 'failures to pay' and
disconnections. Coincidence?"
In July, the confluence of several factors resulted in a huge spike
in electricity prices-as much as 100 times the norm.
In May, pushed out of the market by subsidized wind, SA's last
coal-fueled power plant was closed. Even before then, The
Australian reported electricity prices were "at least 50 percent
higher than in any other state." According to the Australian Energy
Market Operator, the average daily spot price in SA was $46.82
per megawatt hour. After the power plant was turned off: $80.47.
In June: $123.10-more than double the previous year. In July:
$262.97.
Fred Moore, CEO of SA components manufacturer Alfon
Engineering, addressing the electricity price hikes that are
smashing small and medium business, says his latest electricity
contract had increased by almost 50 percent. Until the end of
May, his businesses electricity bill was about $3,000 a month and
is now about $4,500 a month. He says: "I don't know how long the
company is going to be able to afford it."
As a result of the loss of coal, when there's no wind or sun, SA is
now reliant on natural gas generation and from coal-fueled
electricity being imported through a single connector from
neighboring Victoria.
In part, due to a calm, cold winter (weather that is not favorable to
wind farms), natural gas demand is high and so are prices.
Additionally, the Heywood interconnector was in the midst of
being upgraded-which lowered capacity for the coal-fueled
electricity on which SA relies. Because of SA's abandoning coalfueled electricity generation and its increased reliance on
wind, The Australian reports: "The national energy market
regulator has warned that South Australia is likely to face
continued price volatility and 'significantly lower' electricity
availability."
Then came the brutal cold snap, which caused more folks to turn
on their electric heaters-thus driving up demand. The left-leaning,
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Viewpoint (cont.)
Colorado Supreme Court embraces the rule of law
Labour state officials were prompted to plead for more reliable
fossil-fuel-generated power. With the connector constrained, the
only option was to turn on a mothballed gas-fueled power stationa very expensive exercise. The gas plant had been shut down
because of what amounts to dispatch priority policies-meaning if
renewable energy is available, it must get used, pushing natural
gas into a back-up power source. This, combined with
the subsidized wind power, made the plant unprofitable.
The Australian Financial Review (AFR) explains: "Energy experts
say South Australia's heavy reliance on wind energy is
compounding its problems in two ways, first by forcing the
remaining baseload generators to earn more revenue in shorter
periods of time when the wind isn't blowing, and secondly by
forcing baseload coal and gas generators out of the market
altogether."
Big industrial users, who are the most affected by the power
crisis, are "furious about the spike in higher power prices."
According to AFR, Adelaide Brighton Cement, one of the few
energy-intensive manufacturing industries still operating in South
Australia, said the fluctuating price was hurting business. "As a
competitor in a global market, it is essential for us to have access
to the availability of uninterrupted economically competitive
power." In The Australian, Jacqui McGill, BHP's Olympic Dam
asset manager, agrees: "We operate in a global market...to be
competitive globally, we need globally competitive pricing for
inputs, of which energy is one." The report adds that some major
businesses in SA warn of possible shutdowns due to higher
power prices--the result of a rushed transition to increased
renewable energy. The Adelaide Advertiser reported: "some of the
state's biggest employers were close to temporarily closing due to
surging SA electricity prices making business too expensive." Not
the job creation promised by Wetherall.
"Of course, if you were some sort of contrarian eccentric," writes
Judith Sloan, Contributing Economics Editor for The Australian,
"you could argue that escalating electricity prices, at both the
wholesale and retail level, have made manufacturing in Australia
increasingly uncompetitive and so the RET has indirectly
contributed to the meeting of the emissions reduction target-but
not in a good way."
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Malcolm Roberts, CEO at the Australian Petroleum Production
and Exploration Association, called the situation in SA a "test
case" for integrating large scale renewable energy generation into
the electricity grid. According to Keith Orchison, former managing
director of the Electricity Supply Association of Australia (from
1991 to 2003), now retired and working as a consultant and as the
publisher of Coolibah Commentary newsletter and "This is Power"
blog, current policy is driven by "ideology, politicking and
populism."
Roberts added: "No technology is perfect. Coal is great for baseload power, but it's not so great for peak demand but gas is well
suited for meeting peak demand. You need gas as an insurance
policy for more renewables." Even the Clean Energy Council's
chief executive, Kane Thornton, in the AFR, "conceded
conventional power generation such as gas would most likely be
needed as a back-up."
Perhaps the best explanation for SA's energy crisis came from the
Australian Energy Council, formerly the Electricity Supply
Association of Australia, which called it an: "accidental experiment
in how far you can push technologies such as wind and solar
power in to an electricity grid before something breaks." According
to Orchison: "The council says that intermittent renewables at
scale reduces carbon emissions but ultimately increases end-user
prices and system reliability risks."
On August 13, The Economist, in an article titled It's not easy
being green, addressed the three goals of Germany's energy
transformation: "to keep energy supply reliable; to make it
affordable; and to clean it up to save the environment, with a
target of cutting emissions by 95% between 1990 and 2050." All
three of which, Clemens Fuest, of the Munich-based Ifo Institute
think tank, says, "will be missed." He calls Germany "an
international example for bad energy policy." Now we can add
South Australia, and, perhaps, most of Australia, as another.
This is the result, Orchison says, of "pursuing a purist view at the
political expense of power reliability."
The question remains: will America learn from these bad
examples, or will we continue down the path President Obama
has pushed us onto--spending billions, achieving little
environmental benefit, and raising rates on households and
industry? The result of November's election will provide the
answer.

The SA energy crisis serves as a wake-up call and a warning to
the other states, as the problem is, according to Koutsantonis,
"coming to New South Wales and Victoria very soon." But it
should also, as the Financial Times reports: "provide lessons to
nations rapidly increasing investment in renewables."
The author of Energy Freedom, Marita Noon serves as the executive director for Energy Makes America Great Inc. and
the companion educational organization, the Citizens' Alliance for Responsible Energy (CARE). She hosts a weekly
radio program: America's Voice for Energy-which expands on the content of her weekly column. Follow her
@EnergyRabbit.
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65th Annual ADDC
Convention and
Educational Conference

Convention

Submitted by Jerry Rasmussen
Desk and Derrick Club of Denver

It’s almost here The 65th ADDC Convention in Denver, CO, September 21-24, 2016

Convention

Convention Headquarters: Crowne Plaza Hotel, downtown Denver, $169
single-quad occupancy
https://resweb.passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome_gi_new&groupID=58360383

Airport to Downtown Options: Cab; Super Shuttle; Uber; RTD ALine Commuter Rail $9 one way to Union Station (half price for
seniors) – then the free Mall shuttle bus to Glenarm, walk one block
to the hotel
Avoid late fees. Get your reservations in asap.
Registration Packet is on the ADDC Website
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65th Annual ADDC
Convention and
Educational Conference
GETTING AROUND IN DENVER
A lot of museums, theaters, restaurants, sports venues, and even a bowling alley are within easy walking distance
of the Crowne Plaza, our 2016 Convention Headquarters. Other options include bike sharing and car sharing.
Check out the websites below for information on these.

BIKE SHARING
Denver B-cycle was the first large-scale municipal bike sharing system in the United States. There are dozens of
special bike stations (B-stations) in downtown Denver. B-cycle members will be able to pick up one of the red
bikes at any B-station and drop it off at any B-station. Bike sharing makes it economical and convenient to use
bikes for short trips or just get some fresh air. B-cycles fit people short and tall, thanks to an easy-to-use
adjustable seat post. Short or tall, you’ve got stuff, and that’s why there’s a great basket to stow your things while
riding. Fenders, skirt guards and chain guards keep your clothes clean. Automatic lights help keep you safe.
Three speeds are perfect for Denver’s gentle grades. Once you’ve paid your modest membership fee, you can
take an unlimited number of rides, and there is no charge for the first 30 minutes of every ride.
https://denver.bcycle.com

CAR SHARING
car2go, Avis Zipcar, Occasional Car, eGoCarShare, Hertz, and Enterprise are some of the car share operators in
the Denver area. Swipe your membership card on the windshield, then go shopping, meet friends at the airport,
run to a grocery store, go to a museum that’s just beyond your walking ability. Rates vary from by-the-minute to
hourly and daily rates.
https://www.car2go.com/en/denver/
http://www.zipcar.com/denver/
http://www.occasionalcar.com/
http://carshare.org/
http://www.hertz247.com/Denver/
http://www.enterprisecarshare.com/
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65th Annual ADDC
Convention and
Educational Conference
DENVER, COLORADO
COME EARLY – STAY LATE
DO-IT-YOURSELF ACTIVITIES
BASEBALL – COORS FIELD
Just a few blocks from the hotel at 20th and Blake Streets, within walking distance. Playing the Padres Sept. 16-18, playing the
Cardinals Sept. 19-21.

FOOTBALL – Mile High Stadium – probably not walking distance, but definitely close to downtown. Colts at
Broncos Sept. 18.

HOCKEY – PEPSI CENTER
Just a few blocks from the hotel. Unfortunately, no pre-season games scheduled at this time.

DENVER ART MUSEUM
Located at 100 W 14th Ave Pkwy, Denver (just a few blocks from the hotel). From Georgia O’Keefe exhibitions to
textile shows; Native American art, Japanese lacquer, Japanese woven bamboo, or an architecture tour of the
Frederic C. Hamilton Building (think Hamilton Oil Company), the Denver Art Museum has something for everyone.

THE MOLLY BROWN HOUSE MUSEUM
Located at 1340 Pennsylvania Street, Denver, Colorado (walking distance, but a little further than some places), this is
the home of Titanic survivor Margaret Tobin Brown. The home’s interior and exterior have been restored to its early
20th century grandeur. On-site programs include guided tours of Margaret “Molly” Brown’s 1889 home, an
environmental theater program that brings Victorian literature to life, and etiquette teas that educate students about
the cultural customs of the Victorian era.

ELITCH GARDENS THEME AND WATER PARK
70 acre amusement park located in downtown Denver, just off I-25 and Speer Blvd. Elitch Gardens opened in 1890
when Denver was only 30 years old. Elitch Gardens has touched the lives of most of Colorado’s residents and is
responsible for many of its best memories. Elitch Gardens was always more than a mere amusement park, it was also:
One of the first zoos west of Chicago
The home of Denver’s first symphony orchestra
Denver’s first botanic garden
Colorado’s first Children’s Museum and activity center
The site of Denver’s first motion picture theater, and
Home of the Trocadero Ballroom, where most of Denver danced and romanced
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65th Annual ADDC
Convention and
Educational Conference
DO-IT-YOURSELF ACTIVITIES (cont.)
DENVER CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Numerous theaters located near 15th and Arapahoe– just a few blocks easy walking distance from the hotel.

COLORADO HISTORY MUSEUM
Located at 1200 Broadway, just a few blocks easy walking distance from the hotel.

U.S. MINT
Located at 320 West Colfax, just a few blocks easy walking distance from the hotel.

DENVER’S MONEY MUSEUM
Located at 1020 16th Street, just a few blocks easy walking distance from the hotel.

DENVER’S FIRE FIGHTER MUSEUM
Located at 1326 Tremont, just a few blocks easy walking distance from the hotel.

DENVER AQUARIUM
This landlocked aquarium, located at 23rd Avenue and I-25, brings the ocean to Denver.

DENVER PAVILIONS
Only 2 blocks from the hotel at 500 16th Street: Great Food; Bowling Alley; Movie Theater; Shopping
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Region V – Midland Club
Awards Scholarships
Submitted by Joyce Nolly
Desk and Derrick Club of Midland

The Desk and Derrick Club of Midland has awarded scholarships to five deserving recipients for the 2016 Fall semester. Each
recipient has completed an application and must maintain a 2.5 GPA. The scholarship fund was established in 1970 and its purpose is to
increase the opportunity for advanced education to individuals furthering their knowledge in the petroleum, energy or allied industries
giving first preference to Desk and Derrick members and their families.
Scholarships are awarded for one semester for tuition, books and/or fees. It may be awarded for other semesters if students’
grades, needs, and attitude warrant such a grant. Applications are reviewed by the Scholarship Committee and students must provide two
letters of recommendations as well as their transcripts. Two of our recipients for the Spring Semester, Adam Ball and Jacob Granado were
in attendance and acknowledged at our Region V Meeting in April. Congratulations to all of the students!!
Pictured are the five students and Scholarship Chairman:

Adam Ball is a Junior at Texas Tech
University in Lubbock, TX majoring in
Geology. Adam is the son of 30-year
Desk and Derrick member Jamye
Ball and her husband Alan.

Hannah Kirby is a Junior at Texas A&M
University in College Station, TX majoring in
Animal Science. Hannah is the granddaughter
of long time Desk and Derrick member,
Barbara Kirby (41 yrs) and daughter of Barry
and Pam Kirby
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Midland Club
Scholarships (cont.)

Jacob Granado is a Sophomore at UTPB in
Odessa, Texas and is majoring in Mechanical
Engineering. Jacob is also a defensive tackle
on UTPB’s first football team. Jacob is the
son of 4-yr Desk and Derrick member Cristina
Granado and her husband Arcadio.

John Darnell is a Junior at Texas
Tech University in Lubbock, Texas
majoring in Architecture.

Jordan Wilson is a Freshman at
Texas Tech University in Lubbock,
Texas majoring in Business
Administration.

Joyce Leffingwell
(34-yr member)
2016 Scholarship Chairman
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Education Opportunities
in Your Area
ALBERTA
Check out the
Schedule for
2016 Social Events by clicking here
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Education (cont.)
NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

QUINTANA ROO
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Education (cont.)
ARKANSAS

COLORADO
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Education (cont.)
COLORADO (CONT.)
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Education (cont.)
COLORADO (CONT.)

2017 EnGen Application
The Energy Generation Leadership Program (EnGen) is part of
the Colorado Oil & Gas Association’s focus on industry
education and retention. EnGen is a one year, curriculum-based
leadership development program tailored specifically for
professionals who have been in the oil and gas industry for a
minimum of three years and a maximum of eight years, with
some exceptions. We are seeking current and future industry
leaders who will meaningfully impact the oil and gas industry and
the state of Colorado in the years ahead. We encourage ambitious, dedicated, and strong emerging leaders to apply.
With the help of industry leaders, the thoughtfully crafted curriculum provides participants with a comprehensive approach to professional
and personal development through a series of educational seminars, social networking events, and community outreach projects. A $750
program fee is due within 30 days of acceptance into the program. Due to the amount of time required to successfully complete the
program, supervisors must sign applications and we encourage applicants to share in the expense of the program with their companies by
paying 30% of the program fee. More information regarding the program can be found at www.cogaengen.org.
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Education (cont.)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

GEORGIA
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Education (cont.)
GEORGIA (CONT.)

NEW YORK
IOGANY 2016 ANNUAL MEETING
Mark your calendars and note the new location!

WHEN:
WHERE:

OHIO

October 19-20, 2016
Holiday Valley Resort
NYS Route 219
Ellicottville, NY

cancelled
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Education (cont.)
PENNSYLVANIA
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Education (cont.)
TEXAS
FOURTH ANNUAL COS FORUM
Please join the Center for Offshore Safety at its Fourth Annual Forum, September 20-21, 2016 in Houston, Texas. The COS Safety Forum
brings offshore industry operators, drilling contractors, service/supply companies and regulators together to facilitate collaboration and
drive continual improvement.
First held in 2013 as part of the COS commitment to “sharing industry knowledge”, the Safety Forum has become the premier safetyfocused event for industry, auditing and regulatory agency engagement.
The program agenda is supported by presentations and interactive panel discussions focused on SEMS from industry experts, auditors
and U.S. regulators.
Each aspect of the forum is designed to facilitate the sharing and learning process of SEMS in order to promote the highest levels of
offshore safety using industry good practices developed by COS related to SEMS management,
guidance/protocols and 3rd party auditing.
In the midst of the current industry challenges and market uncertainty, the COS Forum will provide new
insights and critically-important dialogue between key decision-makers to advance offshore safety on
the US OCS.
WHEN:
WHERE:
COST:

September 20-21, 2016
Westin Houston Memorial City
Houston, TX
Click here for details.
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Education (cont.)
TEXAS (CONT.)
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Education (cont.)
TEXAS (CONT.)
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About our Association

MOTTO
Greater
Knowledge
~ Greater
Service

The Bay Area Desk and Derrick Club hosted their
16th annual Oilfield Golf Classic on August 19,
2016 at the Gaylord Country Club. Each year, we
present a Lifetime Achievement Award to a
deserving individual from the oil and gas
industry who has made an impact on our
energy. Cynthia Howard presents the award to
Scott Bellinger, Managing Editor of the Michigan
Oil and Gas News, the 16th Lifetime
Achievement Award winner.

PURPOSE
The purpose
of this club shall be to promote the education and professional
development of individuals employed in or affiliated with the
petroleum, energy and allied industries and to educate the general
public about these industries.

MISSION STATEMENT
To enhance and foster a positive image to the global community by
promoting the contributions of the petroleum, energy and allied
industries through education, by using all resources available.

2016 ADDC Board of Directors
President
President Elect
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Immediate Past President
Executive Assistant
Parliamentarian
ADO Manager
Region I Director
Region II Director
Region III Director
Region IV Director
Region V Director
Region VI Director
Region VII Director
Webmaster

Connie Harrison
Maggi Franks
Christina Forth-Matthews
Penny Jacobs
Terry Ligon
Lori Landry
Melinda Montgomery
Sheryl Minear
Andre' Martin
Cheryl Charie
Kathy Bickel
Theresa Adams
Mary Vaughan
Monica Sanchez-Ybarra
Tammy Watkins
Cori Peever
P. Wayne Ammons

connie.harrison@valero.com
maggsmf@aol.com
christina@aoginternational.com
pjacobs@rangeresources.com
terryligon@hotmail.com
llandry0531@gmail.com
mmontgomery31214@gmail.com
sheryl_minear@yahoo.com
ado@addc.org
ccharie@rangeresources.com
mosbacherenergy@gmail.com
theresabadams@bellsouth.net
mvaughan@excoresources.com
monica1170@att.net
ctkwllc@yahoo.com
cpeever@fishingsolutions.ca
webmaster@addc.org

